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Dear friends and members of Cargo Human Care,
Summer break or even summer slump?
There is nothing like that at Cargo Human
Care.
Activities here in Germany and also in
Nairobi took place with a lot of dedicated
and enthusiastic people - for example at the
city run "Bürostadtlauf" in Frankfurt Niederrad or at the traditional summer camp at
Mothers' Mercy Home, just to point out two
of them.
Already for the second time we could present the city run in Niederrad for the benefit
of Cargo Human Care, not only as a constant event in the hassian running scene but
also as a wonderful promotion for our
Cargo Human Care.
In spite of the extremely high temperatures
in the evening, more runners than last year
started (and finished) the run.
THANK YOU to everyone who made this impressive event happen - the organising
team around Christopher Biaesch with
about 100 helpers and almost 600 runners.
Read about this event and about the summer camp at MMH, which is a real highlight
for all the kids and has to take place every
year, in this newsletter.
There are 13 young adults staying at the
John Kaheni Residence by now.
Our three social workers have become acquainted with their new jobs perfectly and
the inner structures are established by the
young Alumni (that is how we call the young
inhabitants) themselves.
Last weekend all neighbours of the JKR
were invited for tea time and I witnessed
a very nice gathering of young and old. Almost 50 people of the surrounding area of
JKR were curious about what we musungus
are actually doing there. All their questions
have been answered and all our guests
were satisfied and positive towards us. The
foundation for a good neighbourhood has
been laid.

If you want to know more about our
activities, visit our homepage:
www.cargohumancare.com or our facebook
page. There you will find a lot of information
and nice impressions from our projects in
Kenia.
Sincerely Yours

Fokko Doyen,
President Cargo Human Care
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Looking back at the 2016 MMH Summercamp
By Kerstin Wientzek and the ChiCa-Team

At this year's summercamp we had the pleasure to greet with guests from the self-help
project Msumarini (http://www.selbsthilfeprojekt-msumarini-kenia.de). Four youths and two
adults came all the way from the Kenyan coast to support the workshop teams. Traditionally
the summercamp week ends with a presentation day. On August 20. the MMH kids and youth
presented the results of various workshops.
The presentation commenced in the MMH
Common Hall before an audience of over 100
people. The three hour long event showcased
various presentations which began with a summercamp dance and a prayer by Charity who
is the successor of Paula. Senior social worker
Charles led the programme.
Nine workshops focusing on various themes such as artisanal work in forms of carpentry and electronics, to crafting skills
such as knitting and sewing.

The current form 3 students were taught the basis for their future vocational training. The MMH
mothers and the John Kaheni social workers took part in a first aid course to round up this
year's workshops.

As always, the highlight of the week was the field-trip day that was
oriented to specific age groups. The younger children enjoyed a day in
an amusement park where they got to enjoy carousels, jumping castles and
swimming. The older youths got to enjoy a hiking trip in the Ngong Hills with a
picnic afterwards.
Together with their team leaders, the form 3 students visited a vehicle dealership focusing on
claims settlement. In the evening the students returned to MMH having gathered many new
impressions. One of the favourite parts of summercamp certainly is the barbecue and movie
night with popcorn and tea.
In the afternoons the older youths enjoyed various sports such as swimming in the neighbouring school whereas the younger one enjoyed sack racing and other skill games at MMH. Since
the younger children also want to learn how to swim, we welcome donations of arm floats for
children in primary school age. There is also a need for Makramee yarn as MMH offers clothing
and web workshops all year. The students of the MMH senior class did not join the summercamp as they went through a two week seminar to prepare them for the final exams in November.
We once again Thank You for your precious support this year. Your support enables the
children and youth to take part in various small projects that liven up daily life at school and in free time. You can find more
information about the activities happening at the Mother's Mercy Home by visiting: www.cargohumancare.de
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New Diabetes analysis equipment for the Medical Centre
HbA1C can now be analysed in our Laboratory
By Dr. Thomas Berger

Our Medical Centre supervises about 350 patients with a form of Diabetes. The
majority of the patients are afflicted with Type-2 Diabetes which is treated through
dietary schemes and medication. About 30 patients, mainly children and young
adults suffer from insulin dependent Diabetes. Until now, medication and treatment
schemes have relied upon blood-sugar analysis which only paints a limited picture of
the medication and treatment's effectiveness over the past few weeks.
Since August our laboratory technician Salomon is able to utilize a new piece of
equipment which allows an accurate analysis of HbA1C (glycated haemoglobin)
within five minutes. This analysis technique allows for a clearer picture of blood-sugar levels of up to the previous three
months. With this new tool we hope to provide our patients with more effective treatment plans. With better treatment we
hope to effectively delay possible late complications caused by Diabetes such as blindness and kidney failure which we unfortunately often see in our patients.

New classrooms at MMH
By Gerhard Meyke

After our biogas generator was successfully installed, we have decided to demolish the
old kitchen with it's blackened walls. Since we are always in need of more space due to
not having enough classrooms, we decided to construct two small classrooms in-place
of the old kitchen. The two new classrooms can also be used for summercamp workshops. Together with his helpers, Daniel our talented man for everything did an outstanding job on constructing the new classrooms.

Nairobi in Frankfurt. Step by step.
By F/CI (Lufthansa Cargo Press Departement)

12 original Kenyan footprints have found their way onto the walls of the corridor leading
to Bartesse in Cantine 1 at the Lufthansa base in Frankfurt as part of CHC's campaign
'Step by step. Giving children a future'. Perhaps one or two will remember some of the
campaign's previous actions such as the Niederrad-City-Run or the livery update of one
of our MD-11's with the footprints of 24 young adults who are starting their apprenticeships in the new John Kaheni residence that opened in Nairobi last November.
Memories of the frosty tarmac may send chills down some backs but the memory of a laminated footprint being added to the
Christmas tree decoration through every donation at the charity event in the cargo cantines at Frankfurt may give back some
warmth.
All of the campaign's actions stride towards one goal: Let us help Kenyan youths on their way to an independent life. Help
us fill the John Kaheni residence with more life through donation sponsored workshops or purchase of technical equipment
which will aid our residents on their road to an independent future.
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Sport, Fun and a great atmosphere.
The second CHC Niederrad-City-Run

On the 25. of August, 594 runners kicked off the race over two routes (5KM, 10KM) through the mostly flat office district and
forest park in the hot 34C evening sun at 7PM. The reward for all runners was not only the view of the skyline and the attractive prizes but an unforgettable afterparty.
The big winner of the evening however was CHC as the first quick count tallied up to nearly 14.000 Euro that are expected
to be used to support activities in the John Kaheni residence. A massive Thank You to all participants and sponsors for the
great support and the organisation through the Lufthansa sport club in cooperation with Standort Initiative Neues Niederrad
(SINN) e.v.
Our special Thank You goes out to Christopher Biaesch, Claudia Wittmann and Uwe Schnier, who organised a very successful event and great evening through much dedication. The event was a great achievement to be proud of! We are already
excited about the next edition in the coming year!
More information and photos : http://www.laufreport.de/archiv/0816/frankfurt/frankfurt.htm
http://www.cargohumancare.run/

That is how CHC works
Without our dedicated supporters, CHC would not be where it is today and that is why we must shed some light on
our partners and sponsors.
The organisation Swissair Staff foundation for children in need , created by the Swissair staff in Zurich has been supporting
us with generous donations since numerous years. After the opening of our youth home: The John Kaheni residence, the
organisation's board has decided to take over a majority of the residence's operating costs. This is an outstanding basis for
the residence to successfully function, thus we heartily thank the organisation for their support

"Why do we get involved for Cargo Human Care?"
Stiftung Kinderhilfe des Swissair Personals
Fondation du Personnel Swissair pour l'aide aux enfants
Swissair Staff Foundation for children in need

After the Hungarian revolution of 1956, some Swissair staff saved money to help refugees in Switzerland finance an education or apprenticeship. It did not take long for the organisation to transfer 10.000 CHF to the Hungarian house in Pestalozzi.
Throughout the organisation's 60 year existence, it has managed to collect 20 million CHF. The funds were gathered by staff
and retired staff of Swissair and the Swissair group which can be invested in meaningful and sustainable projects for children
in need.
The organisation's mission statement 'To help a child may not mean the world to most but it may mean the world to a child'
still stands strong today and what this may look like can best be seen on the organisation's Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/swissairkinderhilfe. All over the world the Swissair group is building houses for children and paying their
operating costs. Back then, before the existence of the internet, the organisation built houses at the destinations of the airline as it enabled staff to personally visit the houses and their families as well as overseeing the help on site.
The contact to CHC Cargo Human Care was established through Martin Schlingensiepen (ex Lufthansa Cargo) and Matthias
Mölleney (ex Swissair). Both aid organisations see eye to eye in their pursuit of supporting children in need and giving them
a chance at an education which can provide a better chance in life. If aviation is another binding factor of the two organisations, then everything is clear: Together we want to help effectively
.
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